
Due Week 7 of Class    Student First and Last Name____________________________________ 

Math 101, Section____________       Mathematician Name & Birth Year________________________________________ 

(PLEASE PUT YOUR NAME AND MATHEMATICAN AT THE TOP OF EVERY PAGE ON THIS HANDOUT!) 

 

Initial Research for Mathematician Project 

1) Along with sharing when and where he/she lived, I will be sharing the following information about my 

mathematician’s biographical details (list at least 3)* NOTE: THIS PART IS NOT ABOUT THE PERSON’S MATH!!!!! 

  

 

  

 

  

 

2) In looking into my mathematician I found the following interesting or quirky or amazing or eccentric or bizarre or cool 

or memorable or attention-grabbing things that really stand out about his/her personality or life (list at least 2)* 

  

 

  

 

3) In looking into the mathematical work my mathematician did (or does), I decided to focus on 

 The SPECIFIC mathematical topic of ______________________________________ 

 

 and the DETAILS I’m focusing on relating to that mathematical topic are: 

 

 

 

DIRECTIONS: Answer each of the following prompts briefly, using bullet points, yet clearly and completely.  Once 

this is returned to you keep it and hand it in to me again on the day of your presentation. 

 

*PLEASE NOTE: If your mathematician lived in ancient times there may not be much biographical or personal 

information about his/her life.  In this case, share instead information about the culture in which he/she lived and 

share what is known about his/her personality (even if it might be myth or legend).  If you are in this situation, you 

should also make your presentation more about the mathematics than about the person.  By the way, what I’ve 

asked for above is the MINIMUM; you are welcome to share more – just keep it within 8 minutes. 

 



Mathematician                                                                    Student Name        

SCORING RUBRIC 

PREPAREDNESS 

 Front side of this handout turned in by due date      0      or       5 

 Front side filled in ACCURATELY and as requested     0 ______   5 

This packet (with outline and references) handed in again week 10   0      or       5 

 You are in-class, on time & prepared on the day of your presentation   0      or       5 

 Technology works (if not, you have at least 2 back-up plans WITH you)*   0      or       5 

PRESENTATION STYLE 

 Kept within time period (6 to 8 minutes)       0 ______  5 

 EFFECTIVELY used a visual aid (PowerPoint, Prezi, white board, doc. cam, etc.)**  0 ______ 10 

 Made it interesting; really put some life into it      0 ______ 10 

 Gave a “positive” presentation***       0 ______  5 

CONTENT 

 Name of mathematician and the work and people and places he/she was associated  

with were correctly pronounced****      0 ______  5  

Biographical content was full and accurate      0 ______ 10 

 Personal (or cultural) content was full and accurate*****    0 ______ 10 

 Mathematical content was fully/sufficiently addressed     0 ______ 10 

 Mathematical content was accurate       0 ______ 10 

 

TOTAL POINTS & LETTER GRADE        _________ 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

COMMENTS, REMINDERS, SUGGESTIONS 

*You will have a white board and pens, a document camera, and a computer with projector available to you.  Sometimes 

technology doesn’t cooperate. I deal with this daily as a teacher; it’s part of life! Even if you have checked your thumb 

drive on the computer the day before, it might not work the day of your presentation, SO it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to 

have more than one back-up plan – having another thumb drive, emailing your PowerPoint to yourself, putting your 

work in DropBox, bringing your own laptop, having your slides printed out so you can use the document camera if 

necessary, ETC.!!  We are on a limited time frame, so do not waste your classmate’s time by not being prepared in case 

technology malfunctions on you.  (If it is truly outside of your control, despite having Plan B&C, I will not penalize you.)  

If you are preparing on a Mac, it is your responsibility to convert over to a PC format so it will work in our classroom. 

 

**Be aware of how your presentation LOOKS.  If you write on the board and the marker is too light, grab another one; 

with PowerPoint slides use mostly pictures with only important text (SAY and SHOW it rather than writing it ALL); ETC.   

***Present boldly.  Don’t say things like, “I know this is stupid,” or “He did calculus, but I’m too dumb to tell you about 

it.”  You have MORE THAN TWO MONTHS to prepare.  If you need help come see me in my office or email me.  When 

you finish preparing, present boldly, as if you are introducing us to a good friend and not putting yourself down. 

****REPEAT: You have MORE THAN TWO MONTHS to put this together.  If there are words you cannot pronounce, 

please come to my office for help or email me (earlier rather than later), and I will gladly help you in this area!! 

*****The score on this talk is equivalent to a test grade, and if you take all of this seriously you should earn 100%!! Do 

not put this off!  This assignment is extremely important, so make it memorable, accurate and easy to take in! I am 

absolutely available and happy to help you, but please, for your sake and all our sakes, BEGIN PREPARING EARLY.  

This will be turned in with the rest of the packet on during week 10.  Be sure to look this over carefully as you 

prepare so that you know what is expected and can maximize the number of points earned. 



Due Week 10 of Class    Student First and Last Name____________________________________ 

Math 101, Section____________       Mathematician Name & Birth Year________________________________________ 

 

Completed Outline and References 

 

DIRECTIONS: Your presentation needs to be ready by week 10 of class.  On this page write up the outline of your 

presentation, followed by your references.  Please do not fill this page with paragraphs of writing; just give me a 

clear and full outline that I can follow during your talk.  Be sure your outline is complete, and be sure to use any 

suggestions I gave you on the front page of this packet as you put your talk and this outline together.  References 

need to be reliable sources.  Use whatever formatting you like for your references (APA, MLA, etc.) 

 


